The notions of class, subclass and virtual procedure are fairly well understood and recognized as some of the key concepts in object-oriented programming. The possibility of modifying a virtual procedure in a subclass is a powerful technique for specializing the general properties of the superclass.
Introduction
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A class defines a set of attributes associated with each instance of the class. An attribute may be either an object reference (or just reference for short) or a procedure.
In a subclass it is possible to speciaIize the general properties defined in the superclass. This can be done by adding references and/or procedures. However, it is also possible to modify the procedures defined in the superclass. Modification can take place in different ways. In Simula 67 [4] a p rocedure attribute may be declared virtual. A virtual procedure may then be redefined in a subclass. A non-virtual procedure cannot be redefined'. This is essentially the same scheme adapted by C-t+ [16] and Eiffel [13] . In Smalltalk [6] any procedure is virtual in the sense that it can be redefined in a subclass, and even the parameters of a procedure may be redefined.
In BETA [8] a virtual procedure cannot be redefined in a subclass, but it may be further defined by an eatended definition.
The extended procedure is a "subprocedure" (in the same way as for subclass) of the procedure defined in the superclass. This implies that the actions of a virtual procedure definition are automatically combined with the actions of the extended procedure in a subclass. This is the case for all levels of subclasses that further defines a virtual procedure. In Smalltalk and C++ it is the responsibility of the programmer to combine a redefined virtual procedure with the corresponding virtual procedure of the superclass. This is of course more flexible, since the programmer can ignore the procedure in the superclass. However, it is also a potential source of error since the programmer may forget to execute the virtual procedure from the superclass.
Using the terminology from [18] a class in BETA 'In Simule a subclass may declare a new procedure with the same name as a procedure defined in a superclass. This does not have the effect of a redefinition as in Smalltdk.
October 1- 6, 1989 is structural compatible with its superclass whereas a Smalltalk class is name compatible with its superclass. Behavioral compatibility can only be obtained by proving that the further definitions do not not violate the invariants of the superclass, For a more detailed discussion of virtual procedures in BETA see [9] .
Simula and BETA are block-structured languages. This implies that classes and procedures can be arbi-trariIy nested. I.e. in Simula and BETA an object may have class attributes in addition to references and procedures. In [lo] th e usefulness of class attributes is discussed.
The subject of this paper is the introduction of the notion of vi&al cla&.
A virtual class is similar to a virtual procedure in the sense that it may be extended in a subclass. Virtual classes are useful for defining "parameterized" general classes within a strongly typed language. Examples of such classes are sets, vectors and lists. Decisions about the element type of such classes should be deferred to the subclasses of the general class. The notion of virtual procedure makes it possible to defer part of the definition of a procedure to a subclass. In the same way a virtual class makes it possible to defer part of the definition of the type of references (instance variables). Virtual classes may be seen as an alternative to "generic" types as found in Ada and Eiffel.
The notion of virtual class is introduced in the context of strongly typed languages, The modification of a virtual class in a subclass should then be structurally compatible with the definition of the virtual class in the superclass.
As for virtual procedures, a virtual class cannot be redefined in a subclass, but its definition may be extended.
The notion of virtual class has been developed as part of the BETA language. It is a consequence of the unification of classes, procedures, functions and types into one general abstraction mechanism, the pattern. The implications of this have been discussed elsewhere [8, 91. As there is only one language mechanism for classes and procedures, the notion of subpattern applies equally well to classes and procedures. The notion of virtual pattern was developed as a generalization of the Simula notion of virtual procedure. Since a pattern may also be used as a class, this generalization was designed to include the notion of virtual class.
The notion of virtual class is, in this paper, introduced as a general language mechanism. It is attempted to present the idea as independent of BETA as possible. The language used in this paper is a modified version of BETA with two kinds of patterns: classes and procedures. In addition a certain amount of syntactic sugar has been added. The very terse syntax of BETA can 2The notion of virtual class introduced here has nothing to do with the notion of virtual class defined in [17] CC: class C (# Decll; Decl2; . . . . Decln #) Figure 1 : Class declaration often be a hindrance for readers unfamiliar with BETA.
All the examples in the paper can be expressed in BETA by a simple replacement of keywords. The notion of virtual class will be compared with generics as found in Ada and with the type system of Eiffel including the simple generics.
Certain language aspects of object-oriented languages will be ignored since they are irrelevant for this paper. This includes the notion of information
hiding.
Another aspect is the discussion of code sharing versus types. Subclassing is very often used for code sharing; the term inheritance underlines this. As pointed out in [2] , this usage of subclassing may be conflicting with defining types. We tend to agree with this. However, in BETA subclassing is intended for modelling types (or concepts). The Mj@lner BETA System [5] includes facilities for separating a class definition from its implementation.
2
Classes and virtual procedures In this section the notation for classes, procedures and virtual procedures will be presented.
Class and subclasses
A class definition has the form described in Figure 1 . It is a declaration of a class CC with superclass C. (If no superclass is specified, the superclass is Object.) Decli; Decl2; . . . Decln are declarations of attributes. An instance of CC will have these attributes in addition to those inherited from C. An attribute may be either a reference (to an object), a (virtual) procedure or a (virtual) class.
In Figure 2 an example of a class is given. Class Window is described as a subclass of class Stream. In addition to the attributes inherited from stream, it contains two static references UpperLeft and LowerRight, one dynamic reference Label, a procedure attribute Move and a virtual procedure attribute Display.
The dynamic reference Label may denote instances of class Text and its subclasses. A dynamic reference may denote different objects during its life-time. In this way they are similar to qualified references in Simula, instance variables in Smalltalk, and non simple variables in Eiffel. A static reference will constantly denote the same object during the life-time of the enclosing object. Part objects are generated together with the generation of the enclosing object. A Windoa object will thus have two part-objects of class Point.
References have an associated "type" in the form of a class name. This class name will be referred to as the qualification of the reference. The reference Label is e.g. qualified by Text.
A reference assignment has the form aText Object Cl -> aWindow .LabelCI which has the effect that the object denoted by aTextObject is also denoted by the Label reference attribute of the object denoted by aWindow. The source denotation is an example of a remote identijieT used to identify attributes of objects. Remote identifiers are also used for denoting procedure and class attributes.
As thoroughly discussed in [13] , the difference between "reference" and "value" semantics of assignment and equality is important.
BETA has both forms. A value assignment has the form:
aTextObject -> aWindou.Label which describes that a "c~py"~ of the object aText0bject is assigned to aWindoa.Label.
As it may be seen, the syntax clearly distinguishes between reference and value assignment. The box Cl indicates that the reference is assigned. In this paper value assignment is used for simple classes like Integer. Otherwise reference assignment is used.
Procedures and subprocedures
A procedure declaration has the form described in Figure 3 . The procedure PP is a subprocedure of the procedure P. As for classes, Decll , Decl2.. . . Decln describe a set of attributes associated with a procedure object in addition to those inherited from the superprocedure. The enter-part (enter in) describes the input parameters, the do-part (do Imp) describes the actions 31n [8] it is described what is actually meant by "copy" PP: proc P (?I Decll; Decl2; . . . . Decln enter In do Imp exit Out #I to be executed and the exit-part (exit Out) describes the output parameters. A subprocedure will have enter/exit, lists that are the concatenations of the lists from the superprocedure and the lists specified for the subprocedure.
In Figure 4 three procedure declarations are shown. OpenWritableRscordis asubprocedureofOpenRecord and Foo is a subprocedure of OpenWritableRecord
The INNER construct enables the actions of the superprocedure to be combined with the actions of the main part of the procedure. Consider the following procedure call:
An execution of FOO proceeds as follows:
1. An instance of Foe (a procedure-object) is created.
2. The actual input parameter (someId) is assigned to the reference ID.
3. Foo is executed: (d) After execution of the actions in Foo, the actions following INNER in OpenWritableRecord and OpenRecord will be executed in that order.
Execution of Foo implies thus that the following sequence of actions is executed:
Virtual procedures
A procedure attribute may be specified to be virtual. This implies that its definition may be extended in a subclass of the class in which it is virtual. The extended virtual procedure will have the virtual procedure from the superclass as a superprocedure. A virtual procedure that has been extended is still virtual in the sense that it can be further extended in subclasses.
Consider the classes defined in Figure 5 . The Display-procedure of a Person-object will be a subprocedure of the Display-procedure defined in class Record. Execution of P.Display will imply execution of Key.Display, Name.Display, Sex.Display, and possibly more since P is known to denote at least Person-objects.
2.4
Classes as attributes
As mentioned above an object may have classattributes.
As an example of class attributes consider Figure 6 which is the grammar example from [lo] . Grammar: class Symbol: class Object (# isTerminal: proc (# . . .#) ; isNonTermina1: proc (# . . . #); ts) ; 1.. #I i AdaGram: 0 Granmar; Sl.SZ: Q AdaGram.Symbol; PascalGram: 0 Gramnax; X1,X2: 0 PascalGram.Symbol Figure 6 : Class Grammar Class Grammar describes the structure of grammar objects. Part of the description of a grammar is the notion of symbol associated with a grammar. The class attribute Symbol describes the structure of symbols associated with a particular Grammar-instance. In the example two Grammar instances are declared: AdaGram and PascalGram. Each of these Granmar objects has an associated Symbol class as an attribute.
It is possible to declare instances of the class AdaGram.Symbol. In the example the references SI and ~2 denote such objects. Similarly it is possible to declare instances of class PascalGram.Symbol, in the example Xi and X2. By declaring Symbol local to Grennnar it is possible to distinguish between symbols from different grammars. ~1, ~2 and xi, ~2 are not instances of the same class. Also a Symbol class has no existence without a grammar object. From a modelling point of view this seems intuitively correct. From a technical point of view, a Symbol object may refer to (global) attributes in the enclosing Grammar object.
Virtual classes
The notion of virtual procedure introduced above resembles similar mechanisms in other languages, the difference being that a redefinition of a virtual procedure is an extension of the definition of the virtual procedure in the superclass. In this section the property of being virtual is applied to class attributes, and a more comprehensive treatment of virtuals in general is given.
Locally qualified virtual classes
The specification of a virtual class is completely analogous to the specification of a virtual procedure. Consider Figure 7 . The class Graph has class attributes Node and Link which define the elements of a graph. Node and Link are specified as virtual classes. Subclasses of Graph may extend the definitions of Node and Link corresponding to specific different kinds of graphs. Instances of Node will therefore always have the attribute Connected, and instances of Link will have the attributes Source and Dest. As it may be seen, the virtual procedure Connect makes use of these attributes.
Notice that the classes Node in two different instance of Graph are different classes, as they have different context. A Node object from one Graph object cannot become part of another Graph.
In the subclass DisplayableGraph, the definitions of NON* and Link have been extended. This is reflected in the extended definition of connect which has an addi- 
Globally qualified virtual classes
There is a more general form for declaring virtual classes (and procedures) than that presented so far. This is explained for classes in this paper, but it also applies to virtual procedures. Consider the general class Set in Figure 8 . The virtual class attribute SetType defines the type (or +.ss) of the objects that can be members of the set. SetType is a virtual class with the qualification Record. (See Figure 5 .) This means that in subclasses of Set the virtual SetType may be redefined, but now as extensions of Record and not just as an immediate extension of the virtual definition itself.
In a Set object, the members may being instances of Record and its subclasses. The procedure Display displays the whole set. As the elements of the set are known to be at least Record-objects, they are known to have a Display attribute.
A reference like ~Cinx] is qualified by the virtual class SetType. The fact that SetType will be Recordor further extensions of Record is used in accessing the Display attribute.
Since instances of Record have a Display attribute, instances of SetType will also have this attribute.
In the class PersonSet the members are restricted to being instances of class Person. This is expressed by Init: Init(# Open: extended proc OpenWritableRecord #); . . . e) Figure 9 : Virtual procedures as formal procedure parameter extending the virtual class S&Type to be a subclass of class Record. This implies that a reference like ACinx] will correspondingly have its qualification extended to Parson. This means that in the PersonSet subclass of Set the following expressions will be valid: ACInxl -Name and A [Inx] .Sex.
The members of a Set are restricted to being instances of Rscord and its subclasses. In practice a Set class should be able to include any object. This may be obtained by replacing Record by Object in the definition of SetType. The Display procedure must then be removed, since Object does not (in BETA) have a Display attribute.
3.3

Virtual classes (and procedures) revisited
The examples of virtual procedures shown so far have all been defined using the syntactic form corresponding to locally defined classes. This is like Simula, C++ and Eiffel. As shown in Figure 9 , a virtual procedure may also be defined using a form corresponding to globally defined virtual classes. The procedure Init has a virtual procedure attribute qualified by OpenRecord. In the subprocedure InitW, Open is extended to be OpanWritablaRocord.
This implies that execution of Open will be an execution of OpsnWritableRscord.
A virtual procedure used this way corresponds to a formal procedure parameter. The constraint on the actual parameter is that it must be a subprocedure of OpenRecord. It is, of course, awkward to have to declare a subprocedure like InitW in order to make a procedure call. In BETA it is possible to describe a single object directly. In Bar, a call of a singular procedure object is described directly. This corresponds to a prefixed block in Simula, which again is a generalization of an Algol inner block.
As can be seen, classes and procedures are completely Figure 10 : Scheme for declaration of virtual attributes analogous with respect to virtual attributes.
In Figure  10 , the different forms for declaring and extending virtual attributes are shown. The super-class/procedure A of P is optional. In this case super will be Object. The extension of 4 may be specified as either a globally defined class or a locally defined class. The meaning of fixed will be explained later.
Virtual classes and generics/packages
The simple example above on a general set of objects or Record objects indicates the use of virtual classes as "type parameters" of the enclosing class.
In [12] an interesting comparison between genericity and inheritance is given. It is shown that, in general, inheritance cannot be simulated by genericity. On the other hand it is shown that genericity can be simulated by inheritance.
However, it is concluded that the techniques for simulating so-called unconstrained genericity becomes rather heavy. For this reason unconstrained genericity has been included in Eiffel.
In this section it will be shown to what extent virtual classes can replace genericity. This will be done by giving definitions of a general class Ring [13] with attributes Zero, One, Plus and Mult. The class Ring is then used to define subclasses Complex and a general class Vector parameterized by Ring. The Vector class may in turn be used for defining a Complexvector class.
The first version of class Ring is defined in a pare object-oriented style. By this is meant that operations like a + b are asymmetrical.
Using Smalltalk terminology: the message + b is sent to the object a. The second version of class Ring is defined in a functional style. Here the + is defined as a function of two arguments.
4.1
Pure object-oriented definition of class Ring tor consists of 100 elements. By using a virtual procedure, yielding an integer value, it is straightforward to parameterize the size of the vector.)
The virtual class ThisClass is used to ensure that the argument of, say plus, is always of the same type as the current class. In Complex it is therefore extended to be a Complex, and in Vector it is extended to Vector. If the reference A in the definition of PIUS in class ~i.ng was defined as A: A Ring, then in the extension of Plus in Complex the reference A might refer to any Ring object. An explicit check will be needed to ensure that A refers to a Complex object. In addition an operation like viC1 -> ~2.~1~s would be valid. Instead of explicitly defining a virtual class like ThisClass, it would be more convenient to have a predefined name for this. In [7] the name # this Ring is used. In the Smalltalk proposal in [3] the name <self> is used and in Eiffel this would correspond to like current.
Functional definition of class Ring
Even though a language is object-oriented there is no reason that it should not support the functional style of programming.
Object-oriented languages are often criticized because even simple expressions like addition of two numbers i, j have to have the asymmetrical form j 4 i .plus. In languages with a package concept it is possible to define packages that collect the definition of a type and the operations on this type. A package is not a class, but rather a definition of a single object. A generic package on the other hand resembles a class. This is very limited however. In object-oriented terminology, a generic package can only be used for creating a single instance (a package). It is actually just templates that are elaborated at compile time. It is not possible to add properties like in subclasses.
It is possible to model a generic package by a class with virtual class and virtual procedure attributes representing the formal types and formal operations of the package,
In Figure 12 a functional definition of class Ring is given together with a subclass ComplexRing that defines the type complex and operations on complex objects. The virtual class attribute plays the role of the type. The operations on the type are defined in a functional (symmetrical) way on instances of class Type. Class Type is extended in subclasses of class Ring.
To use a ComplexRing it is necessary to create an instance of it. In the example CR is such an instance. All complex references and operation calls are referred to as attributes of CR. Class Ring and ComplexRing may be compared to generic packages in Ada and CR may be compared to a generic instantiation.
The next example further illustrates this.
In Figure 13 a vector is defined using a functional class. The important thing to notice is that the element type of a vector ring is not a virtual class. Instead October I- 6, 1989 Ring: class (# Type: virtual class (# #>; Incr: proc (# do 1+1->I; R+I->R #) #I i . . . X) ; Figure 14 : Complex with local Incr operation reason is that a VectorRing instance must be parameterized by a specific ring, i.e. an instance of ElementRing. Otherwise the elements of a vector may include say complex numbers from different complex rings. This does not seem right in this example. (However, it is possible to model this if desired.) In the example the reference actualElementRing is given a value when init is executed. (CR is the ComplexRing from Figure 12 .) This is, however, not satisfactory, since actualElementRing should not change value after the initialization.
It should denote the same ComplexRing during the life time of the VectorRing. This can be obtained by making actualElementRing a "call-by-const"* parameter of class VectorRtig. It may then be bound when instantiating a VectorRing (or one of its subclasses) and not modified afterwards. Since such parameter mechanisms are well known it will not be further elaborated.
4.3
Class attributes versus type attributes It could be argued that the definition of ComplexRing does not demonstrate the need for or usefulness ofclass attributes.
The Type attribute could also be defined using a pure (record) type, as in Pascal. Such record objects could e.g. only be assignable and comparable, but not have procedure and class attributes as classes have.
However, by using a class attribute it is possible to combine the object-oriented style and the functional style. The Type class of ComplexRing may have a procedure attribute tier that increments a complex number by 1, see Figure 14 . It seems more natural to express such an operation in an object-oriented style than in a functional style.
With the addition of the bcr it is possible, in addition to functional expressions to specify evaluations like . . . . Cl.Incr;
. . . ' "Call-by-const" was used in the first version of Pascal. More on extending virtual classes
In this section, the Vector class of Figure 11 will be further elaborated. As shown in Figure  15 a class Vectorofvector parameterieed by vector is defined. A new virtual class ~l.m has been introduced to stand for the parameter of class VectorOfVector. The use of fixed instead of extend (cf. Figure 10 ) specifies that this is the final extension of ElementType, i.e. it is no longer virtual. In general it is useful to be able to specify that a virtual attribute can no longer be extended.
A note on syntax may seem appropriate here. The syntax for defining and extending virtuals in examples like the ping may be found too heavy. Instead a usual positional notation for definition and extension of virtuals might be introduced.
Virtual superclasses
It is often desirable to add a set of attributes to all classes in a subclass hierarchy. Consider the hierarchy in Figure 16 . Suppose that we want to implement a library of publications.
For this purpose we want to add an attribute ArcNo to all publications. This may be obtained by adding this attribute to class Publication.
Another alternative is to create new subclasses of Publication, Book and Article.
Often none of these alternatives are attractive.
It may not be feasible to modify an existing class. Likewise, creating several new subclasses is clumsy.
By using a virtual class as a superclass it is possible to describe an extension of all Publication classes. Consider Figure 17 . The class PubGen acts as a gen- . . a B[l -> S.Insert Figure 17 : Example of virtual superclass erator for instances of Publication and its subclasses. The procedure New generates these instances. The actual instances generated are of class ArcPub which is a subclass of GenType. GenType is a virtual class qualified by Publicat ion.
The subclass BookGen extends the definition of GenType to Book. The class ArcPub of an object denoted by BG will then have Book as its superclass. This means that the instances of ArcPub created by BG.Neu will have all attributes of a Book in addition to the attribute ArcNo.
Objects created by a PubGen object can be used as ordinary Publication objects without knowledge of ArcNo. In the context of a PubGen object, they may be used as ArcPub objects, i.e. the attribute ArcNo may be accessed.
Conclusion
The notion of virtual class has been introduced as a generalization of the corresponding notion for procedures. In addition the qualification of a virtual and the mechanism for extension of a virtual have been introduced. For both kinds of virtual attributes two different syntactic forms have been introduced: Iocally and globally qualified virtual classes/procedures.
The qualification and extension of a virtual ensures that the attributes of a virtual are maintained in any subclasses where the virtual is extended.
The global form of specifying a virtual class makes it possible to bind a virtual class to a non-local class. This makes it possible to use virtual classes as formal type October 1- 6, 1989 parameters.
Classes and procedures are completely analogous with respect to declaring virtual attributes, recall Figure 10 . In BETA class and procedure are unified into one abstraction mechanism: the pattern. In all examples the keywords class and proc may be dropped. By replacing virtual, extended and fixed by <, :<, and : respectively the results are BETA programs. The common template for patterns has the form shown in Figure 3 without the keyword proc. From this it follows, that classes in BETA also have an action-part (enter In do tip exit Out) like procedures. For a further discussion of this the reader is referred to [8] .
As it may be seen, the notion of virtual pattern (class and procedure) captures the concept of virtual procedure as known from Simula, C++ and Eiffel. In addition it extends the possibilities for simulating genericity by means of subclassing. Also the global form of virtual patterns may be used to simulate higher order procedures and classes. I.e. procedures and classes parameterized by procedures and classes. Finally the notion of virtual class, in addition, gives a number of new possibilities.
The usefulness of virtual procedures are well known. Class attributes and especially virtual class attributes are less well know.
These concepts have been used for several years by BETA programmers and they have clearly demonstrated their usefulness in practice.
For other examples see [ll] and [15] .
